Rule of WER 2020 Team Show
1 Theme: Internet of Everything, Sharing of Everything
Connectivity is ubiquitous and intelligence is pervasive. Internet of Everything has
launched a new revolution, changing all aspects of human life, making sci-fi scenarios like
long-range control, autonomous driving, smart home, and smart city into reality, which
frees our imagination and productivity. However, puzzles like personal privacy, information
safety have also been caused. Then, how to use it to make sci-tech available to everyone
and build a smart ecosphere is the next question waiting for your answers.

2 Contest
2.1 Team
Each team consists of 2-3 students (in-school students by June 2020).
2.2 Procedure
Team show is composed of Online Voting and On-site Display. All participating teams
shall design the project in accordance with the given theme. Creative forms are
encouraged but scientificity, artistry, creativity, interactivity, practicality shall also be
taken into account.
Online Voting: All participating teams shall email the electronic version (in the form
of JPG, PDF, or MP4) to wer@wergame.org in the prescribed time, named as Team
No._Team Name_Team Show (e.g. 202002_Champion_Team Show). For qualified
projects, the committee would initiate one-week online voting.
On-site Display: On-site display comprises of Demonstration and Q&A. All
participating teams shall prepare and debug their projects in the preparation area
within the prescribed time (announced before the contest). Each participating team
has 3 minutes to demonstrate their projects. After the demonstration, contestants are
required to fluently and accurately answer the questions given by judges in 3 minutes.

3

Scoring

3.1 Online Voting
The committee will launch online voting for all qualified projects, and the details
would be announced before the contest. The total votes divided by 10 is the score of
on-line voting. For example, you would get 50 points if your project has 500 votes.
3.2 On-site Display
Criteria for on-site display are as follows:
I. Project (30 points)
a) The project shall have a clear focus, which is closely related to the given theme
and is derived from the observation, understanding or thinking of daily life. The
project has certain practical significance for the present or the future;
b) The project is practical and actionable with clear logic, unique perspective and
complete content;
c) The project is attractive and artistic.
II. Demonstration (30 points)
a) The demonstration is clear, fluent and has obvious focus;
b) The demonstration is full of rich content and diversified forms;
c) The demonstration is interesting, appealing and interactive.
III. Teamwork (20 points)
a) Team culture is vividly reflected;
b) The division of work is clear and tasks are evenly distributed.
IV. Q&A (20 points)
a) The statement is clear and accurate;
b) The expression is vivid and interactive.

4

Rank & Award

Teams will be awarded individually for Team Show. The score will not be counted in
other WER 2020 contests.

5

Others

During the contest, any matters not specified in the rules shall be decided by WER
organizing committee. The committee has the right to explain and modify the relevant
rules according to the actual situation of the contest.

Appendix
Scoring Sheet of WER 2020
No.

Seat

Task
Online
Voting

Team Show
Team

Content
Total votes

in the prescribed time /10
Clear focus and practical significance (10 points)

Project

Practical and actionable with clear logic, unique
perspective and complete content (10 points)
Attractive and artistic (10 points)
Clear, fluent and with obvious focus (10 points)

On-site

Demonstration

Display

Full of rich content and diversified forms (10 points)
interesting, appealing and interactive (10 points)
Team culture is vividly reflected (10 points)

Teamwork

Division of work is clear and tasks are evenly
distributed (10 points)
Statement is clear and accurate (10 points)

Q&A
Expression is vivid and interactive (10 points)

Total Score

Score

